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* Matt Moran is an energy supply consultant for Glacial Energy where he is the house "Green
Energy Specialist." Glacial Energy provides facilities with Green energy through the purchase of
REC's cheaper than the competition's "dirty" power, getting you all the invaluable PR associated
with going green, while actually saving facilities money on energy costs. Moran is licensed in all
deregulated states and markets and deals with natural gas as well. 
* Leonard Osborne, LEED BD+C currently works as a staff architects in the Boston office of HDR
Architecture, Inc., specializing in the design of healthcare and science & technology facilities.
Osborne received his bachelor of architecture from the Boston Architectural Center. Prior to
attending architecture school, he worked in the Biotech field for 15 years as a research technician.
* Brooke Spaulding works as a space planning manager for Sodexo at the P&G Gillette South
Boston site. Spaulding graduated from Wentworth Institute of Technology in 2011 with a bachelor's
of science in architecture.
* Matt Scimone is a territory manager for Global Total Office. He graduated with BA in
Communications from Saint Michael's College in Colchester, Vermont. Scimone has 8 years of
experience in the office furniture industry, with a track record of growth and excellent client service.
His favorite part of his career is providing attractive, cohesive and cost conscious solutions for
clients, and seeing the positive impact on their workforce. 
* Chris Hildreth, PE is a principal and the higher education practice leader at RDK Engineers.
Hildreth has dedicated 35 years of his career to designing innovative building systems for his clients
and supporting the talented team of engineers and staff in the higher education practice at RDK.
* David Hart, AIA is a senior vice president with Turner Building Science and Design, LLC of
Harrison, ME. Hart leads the architectural department and his unique area of expertise includes
building forensics which involves diagnosing moisture, structural, and thermal issues and proposing
solutions.
* Ian Goddard comes from a background in energy efficiency and facilities management in the
United Kingdom. Now as a consultant in The Cadmus Group's high performance building practice,
Goddard helps owners, managers and developers of property to achieve their energy and
sustainability goals.
* Jenna Meyers has been working as an interior designer with Margulies Perruzzi Architects for 2
years since relocating from Rochester, NY. She is LEED certified, and is currently working toward
her NCIDQ certification.
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